ABOUT US

Cross Cabinets is a custom cabinet shop. We
specialize in new home cabinetry and cabinetry for remodeling projects of all sizes. We
have been manufacturing quality cabinets for
the Chattanooga community for 21 years at
the same location in Soddy Daisy, Tennessee.
We have made many additions to our facility
and the manufacturing technology over the
years to offer the best in cabinetry. We strive
to serve our customers and our builders with
a beautifully crafted product that is delivered
and installed as expected and when expected.

Storage
Solutions

We have an updated showroom with many
kitchen and bath displays and door and hardware samples. We have unique storage and
design solutions to solve all your space issues
featured throughout the showroom. We can
offer many countertop options including
granite, solid surface, quartz and laminate
tops. A new feature in granite is a antibacterial finish that lasts a lifetime.
Cross Cabinets has added a semi-custom line
of cabinets from Wellborn Cabinet Inc. This
line of cabinets has 1483 choices for doors
and finishes with quick delivery in several
price options. This is unprecedented in the
cabinetry business. Along with our in-house
installation team, Cross Cabinets can service
any cabinetry need for any price point with
these options. Please contact us at the home
office or our cell numbers below:
Nancy Stewart (Owner) Sales and Design 593-4599
Arthur Ballard Sales and Design 423-902-5339
Tracy Maddox Sales and Design 423-364 9252
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11279 Wall Street
Soddy Daisy, TN 37379
Phone: 423-332-2697
Fax: 423-332-4135
E-mail:
crosscabinets@comcast.net
Visit us at www.crosscabinets.com

Tel: 423-332-2697

RE-VAMP YOUR KITCHEN

The most important room in homes today
is the kitchen. Families today spend a lot
of time cooking and socializing together in
the kitchen. Many families accumulate small
appliances and kitchen gadgets to make
cooking easier, but seem to run out of
places to store such things.
The opportunities are
infinite for kitchen organization. Hard to reach
corner cabinets are easy
to reach again with modern style Lazy Susans.
Tip-Out Tray
We can install tip-out
trays at your sink to hide
unsightly sponges, and towel racks can be
fastened to under sink cabinet doors for
convenience. Deep drawers or slide-out
shelves are perfect
for storing pots and
pans. Our team is
able to install plate
racks, pull-out pantries, and appliance
lifts or garages.
Slide-Out Shelves
We can organize
your kitchen drawers
with countless rolling tray systems, spice
pull-outs, bread
drawers, cutlery
blocks, and pullout cutting boards.
Another great
feature we can add
to pull-outs and
drawers are selfclosing slides.

FRESHEN UP YOUR BATHROOM
Bathrooms tend to be one of the easiest rooms
to accumulate clutter.
We can help keep you
organized by hiding your
garbage with a pull-out
waste container, keep
your dirty clothes off
the floor with a pull-out
hamper, even organize
your make-up with a
cosmetic organizer.

From slide out shelving to pullout ironing boards the possibilities are endless.

ORGANIZE THE OFFICE
If any room
needs to be
organized it’s
this one. Let us
build your custom shelves or
pull-outs to
store computers
and keyboards.
From custom
built filing to
roll-out media
storage we can
get your new
year off to an
organized start.
File Drawer

Computer Shelf

Pull-Out Laundry Hamper
DE-CLUTTER THE CLOSET
If you’ve ever had a hard time finding something
to wear we can help. It’s not that you don’t
have anything … they are
just not easily accessible. You
can easily find what you are
looking for with pull-out baskets, pant and tie racks, jewelry drawers, and shoe organizers.
Pull-Out Wire
Baskets
Keep in mind we
can install pulldown ironing
boards to your
dressing suite
and numerous
styles of clothes
racks.

VISIT OUR NEW WEBSITE
www.crosscabinets.com
OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOM TODAY
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